
MOLESEY BOAT CLUB                                       2018-2019 Committee 
Minutes of Meeting on 8th November 2018  

 
Magnus Burbanks -       Safety  Jon Higgs  
Nick De Cata  Lucy McNulty -                  Welfare  
Ash Cowley      Maintenance  Ben Pugh Committee-Chairman  

Communications 
 

Brian Dobson -         Hon Sec  Neil Richardson -      Membership  
Ali Douglas -        Captain  Gabby Rodriguez  
Alison Frost -             Social  Sam Tuck -               Vice  Captain  
Paddy Graham -   Dep Captain  Paul Walker -             Treasurer  
Andy Hall     
Adam Heayberd- -  

Communications 
 David Porteus -            President  

. 
A new group of 6 committee members was convened to consider the Independent Panel’s              
recommendation on this disciplinary matter. 
 
The Panel had consisted of one committee member, requested by the respondent, and two              
independent members, one of whom was recommended by BR and who chaired the             
meeting. All Panel Members were agreed by the Respondent. After the hearing and             
subsequent deliberation the Panel unanimously recommended the permanent exclusion of          
the Respondent from the club.  

In arriving at their decision the Panel also considered a previous incident because of the               
failure of the Respondent to abide by undertakings previously provided.  

This recommendation of permanent exclusion generated a full and frank discussion about its             
appropriateness for such a long standing member. The alternative of a shorter conditional             
suspension was also discussed. 
 
The MBC group decided unanimously that membership should be revoked for six months             
with readmission only being considered at that time provided the following conditions were             
met: 
  

1. An unreserved apology is to be sent to both the complainant and the committee,              
taking responsibility for loss of temper and acknowledging that the language used            
was unacceptable, within five working days . 

2. Behaviour to the Club, Committee and Membership during this six month period is to              
be exemplary and to be taken into account when considering readmission. 

3. Conduct during these six months to be in accordance with the MBC code of conduct.               
An application to rejoin must be supported, in writing, with details of the changes              
made and how the Committee and the Club will be supported going forward. 

4. If invited to return to the club and there are any future issues raised about conduct at                 
any time the respondent’s membership will be immediately terminated without          
hearing or appeal. 

5. On return the respondent will be expected to sign and abide by the CoC. 

 



6. Failure to accept points 1-5 in full would be deemed as the respondent choosing to               
terminate their relationship with MBC.  

 
It was decided that the respondent would receive a letter setting out the basis on which the                 
Respondent’s membership would be revoked for six months subject to the conditions as             
detailed. 

 


